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2019-2020 STEWARDSHIP REPORT 
THE VICE ADMIRAL JAMES B. STOCKDALE CENTER FOR ETHICAL LEADERSHIP



LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR  
The 2019-2020 academic year was one for the history books. Some of  that history was characterized by 

exciting new developments in technology, staffing and programmatic offerings. Other aspects of  that history 

were in reaction to the tragic COVID-19 pandemic. While we were unable to host the McCain Conference and 

several other on-site events, the Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership can count 2019-2020 as its most 

productive year.  

 

Radio Stockdale, a delivery platform for mixed reality immersive ethics education, delivered more than 50 

educational support tools to the Brigade and pivoted to deliver online resources ranging from video case 

studies to podcasts. The Return With Honor video interviews with surviving POWs from the Hanoi Hilton were 

viewed by countless midshipmen, faculty and alumni. The Center also hosted the first Department Chair 

offsite at Gettysburg, PA, and launched the twice-monthly electronic newsletters called “Leadership 

Spotlight,” to support faculty, staff  and coach development. Additionally, the Associate Fellows Program 

expanded to better target key institutional leaders on the Yard. We also launched a Leadership Book Club,  

the Center staff  taught leadership and ethics core courses, and the many agencies of  the federal government 

were provided with first-rate professional development, among many other initiatives. The Center has 

adapted to the new environment in incredible ways and plans are underway to achieve even more in the 

coming year. All of  this is attributable to the dedicated support of  Stockdale Center stakeholders. 

 

This philanthropic giving enables nearly all of  the work accomplished at the Stockdale Center for Ethical 

Leadership and one of  the earliest and most generous supporters of  the Center were Roger and Linda 

Tetrault. Roger passed away suddenly of  heart failure at his home in Punta Gorda, FL, at the age of  78 on 27 

January 2020. I hope to honor his legacy in this year’s review. An editorial in his hometown paper entitled “A 

Life Well Lived” described a life of  accomplishment few can even imagine. Roger competed in gymnastics 

while attending the U.S. Naval Academy and graduated in 1963. Earning his aviator wings in 1965, he 

subsequently served as a pilot as well as Surface Warfare Officer during his two tours in Vietnam. In 1976,  
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he earned an MBA from Lynchburg College. Roger retired in 2000 as 

CEO and Chairman of  the Board of  McDermott International, one of  

the world's largest offshore oil exploration and construction 

companies. Before his tenure with McDermott, he was a senior 

executive officer with the international defense contractor General 

Dynamics, restructuring several critical divisions. As Senior Vice-

President of  the Land Systems Division, he was involved in the 

design and manufacturing of  diverse armored vehicles for the U.S. 

Armed Forces and foreign allies. When first hired by General 

Dynamics, he served as President of  Electric Boat Shipyard in 

Groton, CT, the premier nuclear submarine designer and shipbuilder. 

Tetrault also played a major role in the development of  the next 

generation naval nuclear reactors designed to last the life of  the 

ship. This technology continues to save the Navy billions of  dollars 

each year.  

 

Roger Tetrault served on more than 20 commercial and charitable 

boards. He was inducted into the Lynchburg College Business and 

Economic Hall of  Fame in 1998 and Heidrick & Struggles named 

him one of  the top ten CEOs in the United States. The U.S. Army 

Armor Association inducted him in 1996 as a Distinguished Knight 

in the Order of  St. George and in 2005, Roger was awarded the 

NASA Distinguished Public Service Medal for his involvement in the 

International Space Station's Independent Management and Cost 

Evaluation Task Force and his service on the NASA Advisory Council. 

He was one of  12 board members that investigated the loss of  the 

Space Shuttle Columbia in 2003. Roger was also on the National 

Research Council's committee that extended the operation of  the 

Hubble Telescope. In 2013, the U.S. Naval Academy selected Captain 

Tetrault from more than 40,000 living alumni as the 55th 

Distinguished Graduate, an honor he cherished. His strong belief  in 

empowering midshipmen to make courageous ethical decisions 

prompted Roger and wife Linda to establish the Naval Academy 

Ethics Leadership Chair, which evolved into the Vice Admiral James 

B. Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership. For the past 11 years, 

Roger and Linda have funded the Director’s position and we at the 

Stockdale Center are all eternally grateful for their loving support.  

 

 

Dr. Joseph J. Thomas 
The Roger and Linda Tetrault Director of  

The Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership  
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PRIVATELY FUNDED STOCKDALE  
CENTER FACULTY AND STAFF: 
 
The Roger and Linda Tetrault  
Stockdale Center Director 
DR. JOSEPH J. THOMAS 
 
The Robert and Mary M. Looker 
Stockdale Center Deputy Director 
DR. JEFFREY MACRIS 
 
The Distinguished Chair of Leadership 

LtGen JOHN WISSLER ’78, USMC (RET.) 
 
Class of 1984 Distinguished  
Chair in Ethics 
DR. DAVID LUBAN 
 
Timothy and Susanne Sullivan Director 
of Influencer Development 

RDML ALAN BAKER ’78, CHC, USN (RET.) 
 
Volgenau Director of Strategy  
and Research 
DR. ED BARRETT 
 
Director, Leadership Innovation 
MICHAEL SEARS ’78 
 
The Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) Distinguished Chair of Leadership 
BRIAN KAMOIE 
 
The Class of 1958 (Susan Rorer Whitby) 
Resident Fellow 
DR. MARCUS HEDAHL 
 
The Class of 1962 Resident Fellow 
DR. HEATHER PANGLE 
 
The Don and Beverly Freeman  
Resident Fellow 
DR. PIERCE RANDALL 
 
 
 
GOVERNMENT-FUNDED STOCKDALE 
CENTER FACULTY AND STAFF: 
 
Associate Director 
MAJOR RYAN CURRY ’03, USMC  
 
Associate Director 
LCDR ALI GHAFFARI, USN 
 
Associate Director  
DR. SHAUN BAKER 
 
Senior Staff Associate/Event 
Planner/Education Technician/Travel 
Administrator 
KARIN ORNBERG 
 
Financial Management Analyst 
SARAH WHITE 



THE STOCKDALE CENTER INITIATIVES 
The mission of  the Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership is to empower leaders to make courageous 

ethical decisions. The Center’s primary audience is the Naval Academy community—midshipmen, staff, 

faculty and coaches. During the 2019-2020 academic year, the following initiatives helped strengthen the 

individual and organizational leadership competencies through a variety of  collaborative, experiential and 

research-based leadership opportunities. 

 

GALLUP ACCESS 

The newest initiative, Gallup Access, is a highly respected survey platform that is used to assess current 

employee engagement and to directly develop key influencer leadership abilities among USNA’s faculty, 

coaches and staff. In 2020, we completed our first department and are in the initial stages of  implementing 

Gallup Access with four more departments. 

 

STOCKDALE CENTER ASSOCIATE FELLOWS  

In Fall 2019, the Stockdale Center graduated its inaugural class of  Associate Fellows. This program is an 

internal leadership development program tailored for our faculty, coaches and staff. It combines online 

leadership and ethical decision-making content, subject matter experts, unique experiential leadership 

opportunities and cohort group projects. Each year, the program brings together a nominated and selected 

cadre of  10-15 “influencers” from across the Naval Academy and provides specialized training to gain 

leadership competencies and confidence. Upon graduation from the Associate Fellows program, these 

leaders are positioned to better contribute to the Naval Academy mission of  developing midshipmen morally, 

mentally and physically. To view a video recap of  the program, CLICK HERE.   

 

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSES 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic travel restrictions, only three key influencers attended open enrollment programs. 

Traditionally, USNA key influencers attend courses at many of  the finest graduate schools and institutes, including 

Northwestern – Kellogg, Harvard – Kennedy, Stanford, Georgetown, University of  Michigan – Ross, MIT – Sloan 

and the Center for Creative Leadership. These opportunities broaden leadership competencies for key influencers 

by providing external open enrollment leadership opportunities at nationally ranked educational institutions. 

 

NAVAL ACADEMY KEY INFLUENCER OUTDOOR EXPEDITION COURSE 

Custom education outdoor leadership expeditions provide highly focused and intentionally stressful 

leadership development. Since these courses are in unfamiliar and unpredictable locations, the participants 

are dependent upon one another for expedition success. Leadership opportunities abound, and leadership 

roles are frequently reassigned. Regrettably, all four Naval Academy Influencer Expeditions in 2020 were 

canceled due to COVID-19 pandemic travel restrictions.  

 

LEADERSHIP COACHING 

In response to Stockdale Center initiatives, USNA now has six Gallup-certified CliftonStrengths coaches. 

CliftonStrengths is a web-based assessment tool identifying key influencer signature leadership strengths. 

The Stockdale Center offers this assessment both individually and for leadership teams. This year, more than 

130 faculty, staff  and coaches benefited from one-on-one and group Gallup Strengths coaching. Departments 

impacted include: Mechanical Engineering, Electrical & Computer Engineering, Varsity Men’s Lacrosse, the 

Naval Academy Foundation, the USNA LEAD Cohort of  incoming Company Officers and various units of  the 

Naval Academy Business Services Division.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vK5xUylR-GA


EXPERIENTIAL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

The Stockdale Center impacted more than 100 key influencers through 12 different experiential leadership 

events throughout this year. Coaches, faculty and staff  received opportunities to see the fleet firsthand in 

Norfolk, observe carrier operations, spend the night on a ship, fly in an F/A-18 simulator, stand as helmsman 

aboard a Yard Patrol Craft, serve as mainsheet trimmer while sailing a NAVY 44, jump from the challenging 

10-meter board, scale the USNA climbing wall, row shoulder-to-shoulder on the Navy crew boats, conn a DDG 

in the bridge simulator, paddle a sea kayak and witness the SEAL Screener. Key influencers quickly learned 

leadership lessons through one-of-a-kind experiences that only the Naval Academy can provide. 

 

“The experience not only provides the faculty with more ways to relate and communicate with the midshipmen, but 
also strengthens the bonds between faculty across departments. This is a great combination that can only lead to 
better prepared graduates every year.” 
 

 

RETURN WITH HONOR FILM PROJECT 

Midshipmen, faculty and staff  are viewing and discussing 80 hours of  documentary-quality A- and B-roll 

interviews of  Vietnam Prisoners of  War (1964-1973) for lessons of  resilience and post-traumatic growth 

that can serve as inspirations for excellence and ethical leadership. The Center has determined that the 

most comprehensive and accessible format to present these essential lessons is through a series of  short 

interactive videos for use in classroom and seminar settings, along with one full-length feature 

documentary film.  

 

Generously funded by the Class of  1964, this project is not strictly a recitation of  history, but rather a 

narrative that reflects on the past and connects to the present as it relates to midshipmen and junior officers. 

The project will generate a series of  films that can be used to benefit midshipmen in various teachable 

settings and will further the Academy’s national outreach with a nationally distributed documentary through 

public television. In June 2020, Maryland Public Television conditionally agreed to air the documentary and 

provisionally agreed to distribute it to public television stations across the nation.  

 

The series can be viewed HERE. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLcuUHQsaiCX7h2-r45MWbk0R5-s5su2VN&v=dVxUpA5jARY



THE BOEING LEADERSHIP INNOVATION LABORATORY 

The Leadership Innovation Laboratory tests and implements cutting-edge theories and methodologies to 

ensure the Naval Academy graduates Navy and Marine Corps leaders prepared to protect the peace and win 

the nation’s wars in the 21st century. The Lab addresses the challenge of  preparing new generations of  

leaders who absorb, process and use information for making decisions and providing direction to others in a 

much different way than generations before them.  

 

The Lab has integrated virtual reality lessons into the plebe leadership course (NL110). It has also published 

over 40 podcasts on topics of  leadership, ethics and character development for midshipmen, faculty and 

staff. To read more, visit the site HERE. 
 

STOCKDALE RESEARCH SEMINAR 

The Center generates content for the midshipmen's core and elective courses through its annual two-

semester seminar. These seminars build bridges between academia and the military while examining timely 

ethics topics relevant to military operations and important national debates. This year's topic, "The 

Foundation and Future of  Human Rights," included an extensive look into challenges besetting liberal 

democracies and the liberal international order. Participates included midshipmen, USNA ethics and 

political science faculty, Resident Fellows and Center staff, as well as guest speakers from the University  

of  Oxford, George Washington University, Arizona State University, New York University School of  Law and 

Harvard University. 

 

CORE ETHICS COURSE REVISION 

The Center's Resident Fellows and the Director of  Strategy and Research Dr. Ed Barrett played key roles in 

the development of  a “pilot” version of  the core ethics course. The team audited both versions of  the 

course, taught the pilot version, participated in weekly faculty discussions and debriefed the course director 

and curriculum committee with final recommendations. The pilot version was then selected to replace the 

current course. 
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https://www.usna.edu/Ethics/programs/BoeingLab/RadioStockdale/STOCKDALE_MINUTE/index.php



CONFERENCES AND LECTURES 

 

THE VOLGENAU HONOR, COURAGE, AND COMMITMENT LUNCHEON 

The Volgenau Honor, Courage, and Commitment 

Luncheon offers a unique ethical leadership 

development opportunity for midshipmen, staff, 

faculty and coaches. The invitees hear from 

accomplished speakers with diverse professional 

backgrounds, engage in lively discussions with the 

speakers and build ties across the Academy. The 

ultimate objective of  the seminar series is to inspire, 

instruct and challenge our future naval officers and 

those who lead them.  

 

More than 160 faculty, coaches, staff  and 

midshipmen attended the Fall and Spring leadership 

luncheons featuring nationally recognized speakers LT 

Brad Snyder '06, USN (Ret.), a Naval Academy 

graduate and Paralympic Gold Medalist and Ryan 

Holiday, a best-selling author of  The Daily Stoic and 

Stillness is the Key.  

 

To view Brad Snyder’s presentation from October 

2019, CLICK HERE. 

 

To view Ryan Holiday’s lecture from February 2020, 

CLICK HERE. 

 

“Brad Snyder was one of the  
best speakers that I had the opportunity to 

listen to at the Naval Academy. The speaker is 
actual proof of living with disability given his 

injuries, but continues to press on to make this 
world a better place. He is a perfect example 

of what we must all emulate here at the 
Academy so that we may properly influence 
the midshipmen that we interact with daily.”  

 
— FALL 2019 VOLGENAU HONOR, 

COURAGE, AND COMMITMENT 
SEMINAR PARTICIPANT

“Fantastic presentation. This was one of, if not the best, 
events I've attended during my time at 

 USNA... Ryan Holiday had a powerful way of taking 
these common-sense virtues and framing  

them in historical contexts—enlarging their  
personal impact.”  

 
— SPRING 2020 VOLGENAU HONOR, COURAGE, AND 

COMMITMENT SEMINAR PARTICIPANT
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https://www.usna.edu/NewsCenter/sites/Ethics/Gold-Medalist_Paralympic_Swimmer_Discusses_
Triumph_Over_Adversity.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41-gTa1qowg&feature=youtu.be


VICE ADMIRAL LAWRENCE ETHICS ESSAY AWARD DINNER 

On 12 September 2019, the Stockdale Center hosted the 32nd Annual Ethics Essay Award Dinner. Funded by 

the Class of  1981, the event honors the winning essays submitted as part of  the Ethics and Moral Reasoning 

course, which midshipmen take their third class year. Authors of  the winning essays receive the USNA Class 

of  1951 William P. Lawrence Ethics Essay Award.  

 

The evening’s featured guest speaker was Brian Kamoie, Associate Administrator for Mission Support at 

FEMA. Mr. Kamoie oversees more than $17 billion in grant programs to prevent, protect against, respond to, 

recover from and mitigate terrorism and other disasters and emergencies. He played key roles in responding 

to the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, Haiti earthquake, Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the Fukushima 

nuclear emergency. He subsequently joined us at the Stockdale Center, funded by the Department of  

Homeland Security/FEMA.  

 

To watch the ceremony, CLICK HERE. 

 

THE CLASS OF 1958 ADMIRAL CHARLES R. LARSON ETHICAL LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE AWARD 

The Admiral Charles R. Larson Ethical Leadership Excellence Award is sponsored by the USNA Class of  1958 

in honor of  their classmate Admiral Charles Larson. This annual award goes to a civilian or military faculty 

member, athletic administrator or coach who has contributed significantly to the Academy’s mission to 

graduate ethical leaders for the Navy, Marine Corps and nation by modeling, through word and deed, Admiral 

Larson’s legacy. 

 

In September 2019, the USNA Class of  1958 presented the 

Admiral Charles R. Larson Ethical Leadership Award to Dr. 

Christine Copper, Professor of  Chemistry for 24 years at the 

Academy.  

 

The nomination package from the Academic Dean and Provost 

included these words about Dr. Copper:  

“Professor Copper is an authentic, honest, empathetic and humorous 
professional educator who acts with the same degree of polish and 
professionalism whether she is making a presentation to the Board of Visitors 
in her role as the Institutional Faculty Athletics Representative or providing 
extra instruction to one of her plebe chemistry students.” 
 

MCCAIN CONFERENCE ON MILITARY ETHICS AND LEADERSHIP  

The coronavirus pandemic forced the cancelation of  the 2020 McCain Conference on Military Ethics and 

Leadership, entitled "The Foundations and Future of  Human Rights." The ten scheduled speakers were from 

the Brookings Institute, University of  Chicago, University of  Notre Dame, Stanford University, Georgetown 

University Law Center, University of  Pennsylvania, Yale University and New York University School of  Law. 

Stockdale Center leadership, however, is working to publish many of  the papers that would have been 

presented at the conference and hopes to hold an online version of  the conference with many of  the 

scheduled speakers. 

 

WILLIAM C. STUTT ETHICS LECTURE 

William C. Stutt ’49 and his wife Carolyn generously fund the Stutt Ethics Lecture each spring, which was 

unfortunately canceled this year due to the coronavirus pandemic. 
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2019 Admiral Charles R. Larson  
Ethical Leadership Award winner  

Dr. Christine Copper

https://www.usna.edu/NewsCenter/sites/Ethics/Ethics_Essay_Award_Dinner_2019.php



MIDSHIPMAN HIGHLIGHTS 

ETHICS DEBATE TEAM  

The Academy’s USNA Ethics Debate Team, generously funded by the Class of  1964, has competed in ethics 

debate and business ethics case competitions annually for 17 years. These competitions allow midshipmen 

to hone their ethical reasoning, leadership, communication and team-building skills. The USNA Ethics Team 

participated in the following case competitions in 2019-2020: 

 

OCTOBER 2018: The Eller School of  Management Collegiate Ethics Case Competition, University of  Arizona, 

Tucson, AZ. The team placed 5th in a field of  25.  

 

NOVEMBER 2018: The Association of  Practical and Professional Ethics (APPE) Ethics Bowl Southeast 

Regional, St. Petersburg College, St. Petersburg, FL. The team finished 4-0-0 placing 3rd in a field of  20, 

which resulted in a qualification for the National Finals of  Ethics Bowl. 

 

FEBRUARY 2020: The team took part in the National Finals of  Ethics Bowl, in Atlanta, GA. The team finished 

4-1-0 and placed 5th out of  the 36 national finalists. The team also competed in the Templeton Business 

Ethics Case Competition at Stetson University, Deland, FL. They placed 4th in a field of  25 schools. For the 

first time, two members of  the team competed in the Ethics in Engineering Case Competition at Lockheed 

Martin in Bethesda, MD. They placed 2nd in their division in a field of  25.  

 

APRIL 2019: The seventh annual Military Ethics Case Competition (MECC) for the service academies, usually 

held on the Yard, was canceled due to the COVID-19 Quarantine.  

 

AMERICAN SERVICE ACADEMY PROGRAM 

The American Service Academy Program is a 16-day educational initiative in Poland created by the Auschwitz 

Jewish Center Foundation (AJCF) for a select group of  cadets and midshipmen from the military service 

academies and the Coast Guard Academy. The coronavirus pandemic forced the cancellation of  the program 

in 2020.  
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Additionally, each spring, USNA midshipmen normally join more than 70 other service academy cadets from 

16 countries around the world for the annual Military Academies Law of  Armed Conflict (LOAC) Competition 

hosted by the International Institute of  Humanitarian Law at their headquarters in San Remo, Italy. The 

competition is a simulation-based competition that aims to teach midshipmen and cadets LOAC and its 

application within the context of  contemporary armed conflict. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, however, 

the 2020 Law of  Armed Conflict Competition was canceled.  

 

ALLIANCE LINKING LEADERS IN EDUCATION AND THE SERVICES (ALLIES) CIVIL MILITARY  

RELATIONS RESEARCH TRIP  

In the spring, midshipmen from the U.S. Naval Academy make an international trip to conduct research on 

civil-military relations with their counterparts from Tufts University. Funded by the Class of  1987, this 

research aims to gain insight into a variety of  challenges faced by a nation, its location, demography and 

ambitious geostrategic goals. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, however, this year’s trip was canceled.  

 

DISTINGUISHED LEADERSHIP CHAIR 

The Distinguished Leadership Chair, LtGen John Wissler '78, is an asset to midshipman development through 

his time spent with presentation development, seminars, classroom instruction and mentoring for 

midshipmen, USNA faculty and coaches, as well as numerous outside organizations. He directed meetings 

and provided leadership development and team culture insights to the coaching staffs of  the Men’s and 

Women’s Rugby Teams, Men’s Soccer team and the Sprint Football team. Through the Gettysburg Leadership 

Encounter program, LtGen Wissler worked with all team captains and the Brigade Midshipmen Command 

Leadership. He also conducted three Keystone Luncheon Seminars for the 1/C midshipman Capstone 

Character Development Seminar. After the Brigade suffered two midshipman deaths in a very brief  time 

period, LtGen Wissler held a discussion on “Leaders Handling Loss” in order to help the Brigade cope with 

the tragic losses. 

 

COURSES TAUGHT BY CENTER STAFF  

In the fall and spring semesters, Dr. Ed Barrett taught four sections (~120 students) of  an experimental 

“pilot” version of  the core ethics course “Moral Reasoning for Naval Leaders,” a requirement of  2/C 

midshipmen. This process included transitioning to videotaped and online lectures in response to COVID-19. 

Additional courses included the Leadership and Ethics Core Courses taught by Deputy Director Dr. Jeffrey 

Macris and an ethics elective course taught by the Assistant Director Dr. Shaun Baker. 

 

 

THE WAY AHEAD FOR THE STOCKDALE CENTER 
The upcoming year 2020-2021 is an important year for the Stockdale Center and the Naval Academy in that 

the Academy’s new 10-year strategic plan will be adopted. Working with the stakeholders across the Yard, the 

Naval Academy Foundation, our alumni and other supporters, the Stockdale Center aims to:  

 

DEVELOP A DIGITAL STRATEGY THAT BETTER REFLECTS THE POST-COVID ENVIRONMENT: 

Thus far, 2020 has been an exceptionally challenging year. We are all quite proud, however, of  how the Naval 

Academy adapted to the new environment. Courses have been delivered online and the workforce has 

adjusted to telework. Within the Center, a massive effort has been undertaken to put new content in new 

formats online for midshipmen, staff, faculty and coaches. Podcasts, online book discussions and faculty 

development programs have been launched, as well as a stand-alone website for that purpose. To visit Radio 

Stockdale, CLICK HERE.  
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https://www.usna.edu/Ethics/programs/BoeingLab/RadioStockdale/index.php


 

BETTER SUPPORT THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMUNITY, ESPECIALLY NAVAL SPECIAL WARFARE, 

WITH ETHICS OUTREACH AND SUPPORT: 

In early 2020, Congress mandated the special operations community conduct a comprehensive review of   

its moral climate. The Stockdale Center has supported that community for many years by facilitating ethics  

off-sites or stand-downs, case studies and publications. Beginning in Summer 2020, the Stockdale Center 

will receive an additional Deputy Director for Ethics. This new position is a permanent, active duty position 

coded for a SEAL Captain with operational experience. The first to fill this role arrived in July 2020. CAPT 

Francis G. Franky was commissioned through the Seaman to Admiral Program, has 31 years in the Navy, 28 

of  which are in operational (sea) billets, is a past commander of  units within Development Group and has an 

unparalleled reputation for ability and integrity in the field. He will teach Midshipman Ethics and participate 

in the weekly Ethics Research Seminar.  

 

EXPAND LEADERSHIP RESEARCH WITH MILITARY AND GOVERNMENTAL APPLICATIONS:  

The next frontier for the Center is conducting leadership-specific research. Currently, that field is dominated 

by neuroscience. The Stockdale Center wants to position itself  at the forefront of  leader development 

research, initially by cementing a series of  collaborative relationships with researchers at research (R1) 

universities, as well other as like-minded U.S. government agencies that share similar goals.  

 

EXPAND ETHICS RESEARCH:  

The Center annually hosts three visiting faculty members typically drawn from the fields of  ethics or moral, 

political and legal philosophy. With the Director of  Strategy and Research, the Distinguished Ethics Chair and 

internal USNA faculty, participants do a “deep dive” on the most pressing moral issue facing the Navy, 

Marine Corps and the U.S. Department of  Defense. The current research seminar for 2020-2021 is entitled 

“The Ethics of  Intelligence and Grey Zone Operations.” The year-long research effort culminates in the 

McCain Conference, which will aim to publish the proceedings and expand the written academic literature 

surrounding ethical leadership.  

 

REFINE AND INVEST IN THE INFLUENCE THE INFLUENCER PROGRAM:  

From 2016-2019 the Center invested more than $1,000,000 in the development of  the Academy’s key 

leaders, ranging from team building events in the Rockies for department chairs to executive development 

courses at top universities. After proving the concept over the past several years, a more consistent and 

deeper application of  this investment is being tried with the Associate Fellows Program, a cohort-based 12-

week immersion in ethical leadership.  

 

INVESTIGATE NEW PHYSICAL SPACES:  

The Stockdale Center has outgrown its home in Luce Hall. The Distinguished Chairs are doubled up in offices 

and the Fellows are “hot racking” desks. A post-major command O-6 and the Senior Warfare Community 

Representative for the SEAL community will occupy an office that is little more than the size of  a standard 

closet. There is interest in exploring another location for the Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership in the 

coming years.  

 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
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